PRETTY/UGLY STAMPS: DELICIOUS COLOURS,
TERRIBLE COLORS**
** I use the word colour (British spelling) for the pretty stamps, because it
looks more elegant and refined than color, which I reserve for the ugly ones.

Every perception of color is an illusion. … We do not
see colors as they really are. In our perception they
alter one another.
— Josef Albers, 1949
Josef Albers, an influential artist and color theorist,
was born in Germany in 1888, came out of the
Bauhaus movement and ended up heading the Yale
design department for many years before his death
in 1976. His color experiments in “Homage to the
Square” were popular while I was in college in the
1960s, and made a big impression on me. My twin
sister, who went on to train as and become a painter
and printmaker, also was interested in Albers’ work,
and we had some good talks about his mesmerizing
paintings.
Albers claimed that color “is almost never seen as
it really is,” that “color deceives continually.” His
ideas and demonstrations of colors that seemed to
shimmer and shift, depending on their
combinations, opened me up to the idea that
colors can be relative, and I suppose that other
things could be relative, too. No surprise that his
ideas about color and perception contributed to the
visual illusions and innovations of op-art, which
was happening at the same time, spinning oﬀ
concert posters for the Grateful Dead, Quicksilver
Messenger Service, Brig Brother and the Holding
Company and the Doors at the Fillmore theater in
San Francisco and the Fillmore East in New York
City.
In this color chart by Albers (left), I am tempted to
say that one of the colors in each line is repeated in
the next line. Do you agree? (This is not a quiz.)
They certainly don’t look alike, but that may be an
illusion because they are paired with diﬀerent
colors in the line, and also moved from one side to

the other. Such changes, like Albers’
nesting boxes, have a sneaky way of
shifting one’s perception of a color. As my
sister and I discovered back in the 1960s,
Albers can “nest” boxes of the same color
inside larger boxes of diﬀerent colors, and
the “same” color in the middle … changes!
Take this example (see left). The
small brown boxes inset above
and below are the same color,
right? But just look at them!
They’re diﬀerent, right? That Josef
Albers is quite the trickster!
I suppose you could call it an
optical illusion; but there’s
something more going on, because
when red, white and blue are no
longer red, white and blue, the
world seems to shift oﬀ its
dependable axis. A conventionexploding perception of relativity
was just the thing for my college
years, egged on by the likes of
Herbert Marcuse, Marshall
McLuhan, Tim Leary, Baba Ram
Dass, Gurdjieﬀ, Gibran, Hermann
Hesse and others — including
Josef Albers and the Grateful
Dead.
The connection between Albers’
art and the FMF Stamp Project
may seem a bit diaphanous, but
stay with me. And please, relax.
I’ve told you most of what I know
about Josef Albers, so my analysis will not go any deeper. In this essay I’ll be
considering color choices and combinations in stamps, and the ways that colors
interact with each other. In any event, perceptions of pleasing colors and
combinations are a matter of taste, no? After a certain point, it becomes …
relative. And think about it: Don’t stamps look a bit like those Albers pictures of

boxes? Put those pictures in a row and you have … a set! Not sure I will find
Albers-like juxtapositions of stamps that shift colors before your very eyes …
but we’ll see.
I’d like to get some really ugly stamps out of the way first. They’re interesting, to
be sure, in a horrifying kind of way — because the colors are so lurid, faded,
nondescript or otherwise un-interesting as to make them noteworthy. Others are
just plain bad color choices, or bad color
combinations. Let’s see what we’ve got.
First oﬀ, consider this abomination from Iran. Issued
in 1961, it commemorates the birth of the shah’s heir,
Crown Prince Riza Cyrus Ali. The Shah and his queen,
Farah, look pleased. But how can they bear to be
portrayed in bright pink, the color of Pepto Bismol? I
guess the shah isn’t afraid of sissy colors. No worries
about his masculinity because look: He has an heir!
So he’s fine with pink. Real dictators like pink. But can
you imagine licking this nauseating postage stamp
and sticking it to an envelope? The very thought gives me (urp!) indigestion. I
have a feeling this stamp will come back to haunt us when we get closer to the
finals. Isn’t it one of the ugliest stamps you’ve ever seen?
Here are some more examples of just plain bad stamp colors, with
accompanying captions.

This stamp from Ecuador, in circulation during
the 1930s and 1940s, depicts a mountain
landscape. It’s a charming scene, with the
Andes soaring over a picturesque lake and
village. Only the color is wrong. This 10centavo stamp was issued in three other
colors — rose, dark green and orange. All
would be an improvement over this dank
brown hue, don’t you think?

The problems with this Haitian stamp are many,
including the confusing design, the illegible
lettering, plus the multiple ironies of this chronically
impoverished nation with its chronically underfed
population celebrating the battle against hunger.
For the purpose of this essay, however, I limit my
remarks to the color. Ugh! is it synthetic raspberry?
Bloody pink? Oﬃcially “lilac rose and black,” this
stamp that claims to be in favor of food is decidedly
unappetizing.

I have nothing per se
against the South African
wart hog. OK, it’s not
cute and cuddly, but it’s
still a remarkable beast
worthy of depicting on a
stamp. But why choose
“rose brown” as a color?
Isn’t that the color of a
wilted rose? Or wart hog
poop? Come on, guys.
Give the poor wart hog
some respect.

What were Indian postal
authorities thinking in1961
when they issued this stamp
commemorating 50 years of
air service in India? Have you
ever seen more vapid color
choices? The catalogue
describes them as “olive and
bistre.” That boring
combination ought to be
against UPU laws!

These two forgettably-colored stamps are from the George VI
Seychelles definitive issue, 1938-41. The “bright blue” stamp
was released in 1938, the “ochre” version in 1941. As far as
I’m concerned, they are both losers. The blue one has an
unattractive metallic sheen, while the ochre one reminds me of
malarial rice paddies, dysentery and other diseases.

Here are two stamps from Belgium’s
boring definitive set of 1950. The 50centimes in blue is OK, I suppose. My
question is: Who chose “emerald” for the
80-centimes value? Doesn’t it just sit
there, looking both sickly and smug?

In 1960, Albert Kalonji declared his
diamond-rich Congolese state of
South Kasai “autonomous,” and
promptly began issuing postage
stamps, even though his “state”
was not even as fully independent
as the other short-lived Congolese
breakaway state, Katanga. Kalonji’s
envisioned Baluba empire soon
collapsed, and he scuttled in an out
of favor, with the Congo regime,
ending up in exile (presumably with
plenty of diamonds) where he died
in 2015. My beef in this instance is
not with Kalonji himself, but rather
with the colors used for the clumsily
drawn portrait: gray, olive, brown,
with a greenish sheen and a ghastly
tint. Sheesh!

Here are two hues of France No. 109, from a
long set issued between 1900 and 1929. The
catalogue lists the variety as “gray.” You don’t
have to be Josef Albers to recognize that
these colors are not the same — though both
are exceedingly unsuccessful. You can hardly
make out the intricate allegorical design
featuring Liberty, Equality and Fraternity. What
a pity.

This section of ugly stamps is
reserved for examples where the
color choices result in … failure.

The original of this stamp from
British Guiana was issued in 1852,
even before the fabled one-cent
black on magenta from 1856. This
one also is described as “magenta,”
and would cost you thousands. My
copy illustrated here no doubt is a
reprint, which is worth maybe twenty
bucks. The catalogue describes the
reprints as having “brighter” colors.
No kidding — you can hardly see the
design.

This set from Malta in the 1920s looks a
bit dated. The 3d stamp is OK, even
interesting, printed in brown on yellow
paper. But the 4d stamp is a disaster!
Combining yellow and ultramarine is
never a good idea — I always
recommend against two contrasting
primary colors, and I expect Josef Albers
would agree with me. Besides, the
allegorical figure of “Malta” completely
leaches out in this yellow printing, even
more so as the conspicuous blue value
tablets and name plate linger like the grin
of the Cheshire Cat.

Does it seem that I am
singling out orange or yellow
stamps for opprobrium in this
essay? It’s not intentional, but
I would say these may be
risky color choices for stamp
designers. Take these two
examples from very diﬀerent
eras — at left, a Victorian 6d.
stamp from Jamaica (1890),
described as “orange yellow”;
to the right, the lowest value
of a French definitive series
from the Euro era, in bright
yellow. I’m hard pressed to
make out the design of either
one. How about you?

This orange French
definitive was the first
30-centime stamp in a
long set that began in
1907. Subsequently
postal authorities issued
30-centime stamps in red
(1921), cerise (1925), light
blue (also 1925), and
copper red (1937). Why
so many colors, including
two in the same year?
Could it be an eﬀort to
erase the memory of
that first, over-ripe
orange version?

This last section of ugly stamps is
reserved for examples where the color
combinations result in … failure.

Italy has produced some the worlds prettiest stamps.
This is not one of them. Issued in 1956 to
commemorate Italy’s admission to the United Nations,
the stamp combines blue green and red ink printed on
paper described as “pale blue green.” For one thing, the
register seems oﬀ, such that the red globe is oﬀ-kilter
from the blue globe.This may be intentional, but the
eﬀect is a bit dizzying. Not to mention it looks like
there’s a skull embedded in the image of the globe, or is
that just my imagination? But the other thing is — what
washed-out colors! Is this really the way Italy felt about
the United Nations? Sort of sketchy?

If you like pastel colors, this stamp could be for
you. More likely, not. You might ask: Why is
Jiminy Cricket painting an Easter egg on this
souvenir sheetlet from Grenada/Grenadines? My
answer is: Don’t ask, unless you want a lecture
from me about the relentless commercializing
and debasing of philately. Instead, let’s just sit
and contemplate in silent despair the unfortunate
combination of colors used to produce this
useless stamp.

The world fishing derby in Dresden, East
Germany, was the occasion for this
disappointing issue in 1961. “Dark red brown
and blue” are the the colors. Kind of looks
like fishing in hell to me — which may have
been close to what it was like to live in that
benighted USSR satellite state while it
existed.

The 40-centimos stamp, above left, is from
Venezuela’s first airmail issue, in 1930. It depicts a
vintage plane flying over a map of the South
American nation. The two stamps beside it come
from the airmail issue of 1932, which consist of the
same design, printed on something called “Bluish
Winchester Security Paper.” What with all the
lozenges and the bluish tint, I can hardly make out of
“70” on the rose-colored middle stamp, while the
yellow stamp at right would remain a mystery, but for
the catalogue that describes it as 10-centimos,
orange yellow. As a Venezuelan seeking to mail a
letter by air in 1932, I would have been hard-pressed
to figure out what the heck was what with these
illegible, unsightly stamps.

I could write about these two
stamps from Congo (above and left)
for some time, and probably will
say more elsewhere in my
exploration of particularly ugly
stamps. These should rank near the
top for their poor design and
execution, their obtuse imagery,
symbolism, what-have-you. Has
Africa ever produced uglier stamps
than these, which seem to
celebrate militarism, a succession
of thuggish regimes, and a public
seemingly run amok? For the
moment, let’s just stick with the
appalling colors — washed-out
blue, salmon pink, tan, sickly
yellow, blaring cobalt, in
combinations that just make me
want to look away. Eep.

Here is President for Life Niyazov on an
early stamp from Turkmenistan, a former
Soviet republic. A thuggish apparatchik
from the communist era, he clung to
power after the breakup of the USSR,
running a one-party state, promoting an
eccentric cult of personality, curtailing
civil liberties, fostering corruption,
violating human rights and so on. He
finally died in 2006. Have things gotten
much better in Turkmenistan since then?
Uh, no. Meanwhile, contemplate the
clunky colors of this crude stamp. Dare I
say the Turkmeni flag itself is hardly colorfriendly? The darker green of the flag
clashes with the light green background
of the tiny name plates. The cartoonish
portrait makes the dictator look more
waxy than charismatic. The oﬀ-red value
at bottom right doesn’t go with any other
elements of the stamp.

Normally I am kindly inclined toward gentle color combinations in engraved stamps. But this set from Guinea in
1959 doesn’t work for me at all. Listen to the color combinations (from left): violet blue and orange; red lilac and
emerald (there’s that emerald again!); brown and crimson; iron and greenish blue. Did someone throw darts at a
color chart to come with these pairings? Not one of them is pleasing, as far as I’m concerned. Instead, they are
garish, jarring, not inspirational or pleasing in the least.

My final entry in the “terrible colors” category is a somewhat controversial one. This 1961 set from Gibraltar hit me
wrong, color-wise, from beginning to nearly the end. Look at the 1/2d at the top center — bright green and lilac.
Really? The 2d beside it — orange brown and slate — isn’t much better. And check out the 2/- stamp partially
illustrated above left — dark red brown and ultramarine. Ouch. The 5/- to the right is no better — olive and
Prussian green. The set’s only saving grace, in my opinion, is the top value 1 pound stamp. A black engraving of
the Rock of Gibraltar stands inside an elegant orange frame incorporating the colony’s badge and the fetching
Annigoni portrait of Queen Elizabeth II. The stamp sits incongruously apart from its bizarre neighbors. Why is my
judgment controversial? Because I’ve shown these stamps to a few other folks who don’t think the color
combinations are so bad after all. Indeed, they kind of like the unusual pairings, finding them upbeat, or
unexpected, lively, art deco, or something. Not me. How about you?

Perhaps I should apologize for dumping so many ugly stamps before your eyes.
But no. Ugly stamps are interesting, aren’t they? Coming through this
experience of reviewing some of the homeliest stamps ever made, in their
terrible colors, will just make it all the sweeter when we approach the stamps
with delicious “colours.”
As a teaser, let me end this essay with a special treat for you — one that Josef
Albers himself might find interesting, with its shifting, nested colors.

The three stamps illustrated above are from Bermuda, picturing the yacht
“Lucie.” From left to right, they were issued in 1936, 1938 and 1940. (The one in
the middle is worth considerably more than the other two — upwards of $6; I
don’t know the reason, but I expect it is relative scarcity.)
The earliest version from 1936, far left, looks nice enough — a charming twocolor engraving of a graceful boat under full sail. Stamp One’s center is black,
the border a light blue. The clouds in the background are supposed to carry the
light blue, but the color is washed out. Perhaps that defect led to the decision to
reverse the colors in Stamp Two, in 1938, putting a light blue boat inside a
darker frame and cloudscape. The “black” border is actually brown black; the
sailboat and sky are printed in turquoise. The dark background behind the
sailboat is easy enough to see, though the clouds suddenly look ominous, and
the turquoise sailboat seems a bit garish. Stamp Three, from 1940, jettisons the
dark color entirely in favor of a rich red border and cloudscape — which creates
a neat “sunset” eﬀect behind the blue sails. The boat is now ultramarine, distinct
from the black in Stamp One and turquoise in Stamp Two. I have some trouble
telling apart the blue in the frame of Stamp One and the boat in Stamp Three,
though the turquoise boat in Stamp Two clearly is an outlier. Which color combo
do you think works best? Mr. Albers, do you have an opinion?
Soon: More Delicious Colours!

